more axisymmetric. Also, the magnetic field that penetrates the conducting solid inner core can only vary on the much longer magnetic diffusion timescale rather than the shorter timescale of fluid motions in the outer core. This effectively anchors the magnetic field and stabilizes it against the rapid fluctuations in the outer core, allowing the field to maintain a more stable dipole.
17. Dormy, E., Valet, J. P. & Courtillot, V. Numerical models of the geodynamo and observational constraints. Geochem. Geophys. Geosyst. An outstanding goal in quantum information science is the faithful mapping of quantum information between a stable quantum memory and a reliable quantum communication channel 1 . This would allow, for example, quantum communication over remote distances 2 , quantum teleportation 3 of matter and distributed quantum computing over a 'quantum internet'. Because quantum states cannot in general be copied, quantum information can only be distributed in these and other applications by entangling the quantum memory with the communication channel. Here we report quantum entanglement between an ideal quantum memory-represented by a single trapped 111 Cd 1 ion-and an ideal quantum communication channel, provided by a single photon that is emitted spontaneously from the ion. Appropriate coincidence measurements between the quantum states of the photon polarization and the trapped ion memory are used to verify their entanglement directly. Our direct observation of entanglement between stationary and 'flying' qubits 4 is accomplished without using cavity quantum electrodynamic techniques [5] [6] [7] or prepared non-classical light sources 3 . We envision that this source of entanglement may be used for a variety of quantum communication protocols 2, 8 and for seeding large-scale entangled states of trapped ion qubits for scalable quantum computing 9 . Atom-photon entanglement has been implicit in many previous experimental systems, from early measurements of Bell inequality violations in atomic cascade systems 10, 11 to fluorescence studies in trapped atomic ions 12, 13 . A prime example of current interest is strongly coupled cavity quantum electrodynamics, where individual atoms interact with photons in single-mode cavities [5] [6] [7] . Another example is the continuous-variable entanglement between ensembles of atoms and light fields observed in systems containing macroscopic numbers of atoms and photons [14] [15] [16] [17] . However, atomphoton entanglement has not been directly observed in previous experiments, as the individual atoms and photons have not been under sufficient control. Here we report the explicit demonstration of qubit entanglement between an individual stationary atom and a 'flying' optical single photon.
In the experiment, a photon is spontaneously emitted from a single trapped atomic 111 Cd þ ion, which is initially excited to a state that has multiple decay channels. Along a certain emission direction selected by an aperture, the photon's polarization is entangled with particular hyperfine ground states in the de-excited atom. The entanglement is directly verified through subsequent polarization analysis of the photon and state detection of the trapped ion. Given the small acceptance angle of the aperture and other losses, the probability P of detecting a photon in a given trial is small. This is reminiscent of the production of entangled photon pairs through spontaneous optical parametric down-conversion 3 , but in the current system one of the two daughter qubits resides within a trapped atomic ion-perhaps the most reliable of all qubit memories 18 . When accompanied by conventional quantum gates between local trapped ions [19] [20] [21] , this probabilistic entanglement protocol can form the basis for a scalable architecture for quantum communication 2 and computation 9 . A diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1 . We trap and laser cool a single 111 Cd þ ion in an asymmetric-quadrupole radio frequency trap with a characteristic size of about 0.7 mm. (In this experiment, it is not necessary to laser cool the ion to the Lamb-Dicke limit.) Several laser pulses tuned near the 2 S 1/2 -2 P 3/2 atomic resonance at 214.5 nm (1) initialize the internal atomic qubit state, (2) excite the atom for the subsequent spontaneous emission of a photon, and (3) detect the internal state of the atom. An applied magnetic field of B < 0.7 G provides a quantization axis for definition of the photon polarization and the internal atomic qubit levels, stored in 2 S 1/2 hyperfine ground states denoted by quantum numbers jF, m F l, where F is the total angular momentum and m F is its projection along the quantization axis. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the relevant energy levels of a 111 Cd þ atomic ion, along with the step-by-step description of the experimental procedure. A short p-polarized laser pulse followed by a resonant microwave transfer pulse initializes the ion in the j1,0l state (Fig. 2a) . A 50-ns pulse of j þ -polarized laser light weakly excites the ion to the 2 P 3/2 j2,1l state, which has a radiative lifetime of t e < 3 ns. The ion then spontaneously decays to either the 2 S 1/2 j1,1l ground state (defined as j # l) while emitting a p-polarized photon, or the 2 S 1/2 j1,0l ground state (defined as j " l) while emitting a j þ -polarized photon (Fig. 2b) . The single photon pulses are collected with an f/2.1 imaging lens whose axis is perpendicular to the quantization axis. Along this direction, the states of polarization of the j þ and the p photons are orthogonal: the former (defined as jH l) is polarized perpendicular to the quantization axis, Figure 1 The experimental apparatus. The p-polarized initialization beam propagates perpendicular to the quantization axis defined by a magnetic field B, while the j þ -polarized excitation and detection beams propagate along the quantization axis. The scattered photons are collected by an imaging lens and directed to a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), and two photon-counting detectors D1 and D2 register the V-and H-polarized photons, respectively. The l/2-waveplate is used to rotate the photon polarization for photonic qubit measurements in different bases. A microwave horn is located near the trap to drive coherent transitions between the hyperfine levels of the atomic ground state, at a frequency near 14.5 GHz.
Figure 2
The experimental procedure (time axis not to scale). a, The atomic qubit is initialized to the j " l hyperfine ground state, following a 30-ms p-polarized optical pumping pulse and a 15-ms microwave (mw) rotation. b, The atom is weakly excited with a 50-ns j þ -polarized optical pulse, resulting in spontaneous emission to either state j " l or state j # l (separated by frequency d < 2p(1.0 MHz)), accompanied by emission and detection of a photon polarized in state jH l or state jV l, respectively. c, After a delay of t < 1 ms, a 15-ms microwave rotation pulse prepares the atomic qubit for measurement in any basis, and finally a 200-ms j þ -polarized optical detection pulse provides efficient measurement of the atomic qubit.
letters to nature while the latter (defined as jV l) is polarized along the quantization axis, as described in the Methods section. The collected light passes through a polarization rotator (a l/2 waveplate) followed by a polarizing beamsplitter. The two polarization components are then directed to photon-counting photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), each of quantum efficiency h < 20%. Following a single photon detection on either PMT, a microwave rotation is applied to the atom, which prepares the atomic qubit to be measured in any basis. This measurement is performed with a j þ -polarized detection pulse following standard trapped ion fluorescence techniques 22 ( Fig. 2c) , with an atomic qubit detection efficiency greater than 95%.
The atomic and photonic qubits are entangled following the spontaneous emission because there are two decay channels from the 2 P 3/2 j2,1l excited state, each resulting in distinct photon polarizations. In the experiment, these decay channels are equally likely, but the entanglement is not perfect, as the intensity of the radiation patterns for the p-polarized photons and for the j þ -polarized photons differ by a factor of two along the viewing axis. Thus, the resulting state created upon a photon emission in this direction is ffi ffi
p jV # l; which exhibits an entanglement fidelity of 0.97 under ideal conditions. This entanglement fidelity can (in principle) be made perfect by simply inserting a polarization-selective lossy element into the path of the photons, at the cost of a somewhat lower efficiency 23 . Unit fidelity can also be achieved by detecting the scattered photons along the quantization axis, with the initial atom excitation to a jm F ¼ 0l excited state, such that only j þ -and j 2 -polarized photons are collected. We avoid this option, however, as it would require placement of PMTs in a direct line-ofsight with the atomic qubit detection laser beam.
We first measure the conditional probabilities of detecting a certain atomic qubit state given the photonic qubit state after ,1,000 successful trials. These probabilities are plotted in Fig. 3 , with Pð" jHÞ ¼ 0:97^0:01; Pð# jHÞ ¼ 0:03^0:01; Pð" jVÞ ¼ 0:060 :01 and Pð# jVÞ ¼ 0:94^0:01; where the errors are statistical. To verify entanglement, we repeat the correlation measurement in a different basis of both photonic and atomic qubits. The photon polarization is rotated by 458 using the l/2 waveplate, and the atomic qubit is rotated by applying microwaves driving the j10l-j00l and the j11l-j00l transitions as indicated in Fig. 2c . Both qubit rotations are through a Bloch polar angle of p/2, and the relative phase of the photonic versus atomic qubit rotations is given by f ¼ dt þ f m , where d < 2p(1.0 MHz) is the Zeeman splitting between the j1,0l and the j1,1l levels, and t < 1 ms is the time delay between the photon emission and the application of the microwave pulse of phase f m . Varying the relative phase of the two qubit rotations by adjusting f m produces the correlation fringes shown in Fig. 4a . Figure 4b shows the values of conditional probabilities at the point of maximum correlation; these probabilities are Pð" jHÞ ¼ 0:89^0:01; Pð# jHÞ ¼ 0:11^0:01; Pð" jVÞ ¼ 0:06^0:01 and Pð# jVÞ ¼ 0:94^0:01: If the atomic and photonic qubits were not entangled but instead prepared in a statistical mixture, then all of these conditional probabilities would have been 0.5.
From these measured correlations, we calculate a bound on the entanglement fidelity to be F $ 0.87 (described in the Methods section), somewhat lower than the potential 0.97 fidelity described above, but still significantly larger than the entanglement threshold of F . 0. 5 (ref. 24) . Several factors contribute to this decrease in fidelity, including: multiple excitations of the atom during the pump pulse (2.5%), mixing of the photon polarizations owing to the nonzero solid angle (0.5%), imperfect rotations of the atomic qubit, mainly due to a 50-ns jitter in the delay t (1.5%), background counts and dark counts on the PMTs leading to false positives (5-10%), and imperfections in the polarizing beamsplitter (3%). We estimate that magnetic field fluctuations affecting the atomic qubit reduce the fidelity by , , 1%. All sources of errors combine to give a ,9% reduction of entanglement fidelity, consistent with the observation.
The success probability P of creating an entangled state in a given trial depends on the efficiency of generating a single photon and then detecting the emitted photon. In our excitation scheme the probability of emitting a single photon in each trial is P exc < 0.1 to suppress the multiple-excitation rate. The efficiency of a single photon detection in turn depends on the light collection solid angle DQ, the transmission efficiency T of the optical elements, and the quantum efficiency of the detectors themselves. The success probability is P ¼ hTP exc ðDQ=4pÞ < ð0:2Þð0:4Þð0:1Þð0:02Þ < 1:6 £ 10 24 : The experiment repetition rate is R < 2 £ 10 3 s 21 ; resulting in an entanglement generation rate R 1 ¼ PR < 0:3 s 21 : Several improvements could significantly increase this yield. The repetition rate R could approach the excited-state spontaneous emission rate of 1=t e < 10 8 s 21 : Using a fast, tailored laser pulse for the excitation could push P exc towards unity, while eliminating multiple excitations. In addition, an imaging lens with a larger numerical aperture would improve the collection solid angle. A trade-off here is that higher collection efficiency comes at the cost of lower fidelity of the entangled state, which can be shown to vary as F ¼ 0:97 2 0:24ðDQ=4pÞ for DQ , , 4p. An alternative is to surround the ion with an optical cavity 25, 26 that would allow the collection of most of the photons scattered in each experiment and effectively make DQ/4p approach unity without sacrificing fidelity. It is important to note that this cavity need not be in the strong-coupling regime, as it affects only the entanglement efficiency, not the fidelity.
The atom-photon entanglement observed here may allow the generation of entangled states of remotely located trapped ion qubits, as follows. Consider two distant trapped ion qubits, each of which becomes entangled with their respective photons in the above fashion. When the emitted photons are mode-selected and combined on a beam splitter, appropriate coincidence measurements of the photons ensure the entanglement of the two trapped ion memories [27] [28] [29] . The success probability for this twin event may be small (of order P 2 ), but when the entanglement eventually occurs after many trials, success is known, and this entanglement can be used for further scalable quantum information processing 9 . Given the low success probability P per trial in the current set-up, the rate of generating the two-ion entanglement would be R 2 ¼ P 2 R < 10 24 s 21 : However, with the improvements of fast excitation discussed above, and employing better optics, this rate could approach R 2 < 10 3 s 21 (assuming a 100-MHz experiment repetition rate). Finally, if reasonable-quality cavities were to be installed around each atomic qubit, this rate could approach R 2 < 10 6 s 21 : A
Methods
Polarization state of spontaneous emission along arbitrary axis
The polarization state of photons spontaneously emitted from an atomic dipole depends upon the change in angular momentum Dm of the atom along the dipole axis, and the direction of the emission, following the appropriate dipole radiation pattern. For Dm ¼ 0, the (unnormalized) polarization state of a spontaneously emitted photon is jP 0 l ¼ 2sinvjvl and for Dm ¼^1, the states are jP^1l ¼
; where v and J are the spherical polar and azimuthal angles of the emitted photon with respect to the dipole axis, and v and Ĵ are their associated spherical coordinate unit vectors. Note that when a photon is emitted perpendicular to the dipole axis (v ¼ p/2), the Dm ¼^1 radiation is linearly polarized and orthogonal to the Dm ¼ 0 radiation. For multiple decay channels of spontaneous emission to different states of atomic angular momentum jS Dmi l; the resulting (unnormalized) state of photon and atom is W ¼ Dmi P C Dmi jP Dmi ljS Dmi l; where C Dmi are atomic Clebsch-Gordon (CG) coefficients.
In the current experiment, spontaneous emission occurs via a Dm ¼ 21 transition to atomic state jS 21 l ; j # l and via a Dm ¼ 0 transition to atomic state jS 0 l ; j " l; with identical CG coefficients, resulting in the final (normalized) state of the emitted photon and atom:
Along a viewing axis orthogonal to the dipole (v ¼ p/2), this state is highly entangled. In addition to this example, there are many other configurations that result in atomphoton entanglement.
Determining entanglement fidelity
The entanglement fidelity of an arbitrary two-qubit quantum state can be written as its overlap with an appropriate maximally entangled two-qubit state 30 . In the current experiment, the two qubits are represented by a 4 £ 4 density matrix r with photon/ atomic basis states jH " l; jH # l; jV " l and jV # l: The entanglement fidelity with respect to the particular maximally entangled state jW ME l ¼ 1 ffiffi 2 p jH " l þ jV # l À Á is given by:
F ¼ kW ME jrjW ME l ¼ 1 2 ðr H";H" þ r V#;V# þ r H";V# þ r V#;H" Þ where r PS;P 0 S 0 ¼ kPSjrjP 0 S 0 l with P ¼ H or V and S ¼ " or # . (This expression also holds for any maximally entangled target state by appropriately redefining the basis states.) The first two terms in this expression are the measured correlation probabilities of detecting state jHl with j " l and state jVl with j # l. The last two coherence terms can be determined by repeating the experiment while independently rotating each qubit through a polar angle of p/2 in the Bloch sphere before measurement. The rotated quantum state is then given byr ¼ R p=2 ðfÞ r R † p=2 ðfÞ; where R p/2 (f) is a p/2 polar rotation operator for both qubits with relative phase f. We find that: e 2if r H";V# þ e if r V#;H" ¼ r H";H" þ r V#;V# 2 r H#;H# 2 r V";V" 2 ðe 2if r V";H# þ e if r H#;V" Þ $ r H";H" þ r V#;V# 2 r H#;H# 2 r V";V" 2 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi r H#;H# r V";V" p so that a lower bound on the entanglement fidelity can be expressed in terms of diagonal density matrix elements in the original and rotated basis (with f set to zero): F $ 1 2 r H";H" þ r V#;V# 2 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi r H#;H# r V";V" p þ r H";H" þ r V#;V# 2 r H#;H# 2 r V";V"
These diagonals are expressed in terms of the measured probabilities as: 
